I LOVE LINEN 2019
April, 2019
Linen love is all around…
Heart-shaped ‘Love’ symbols will soon be popping up
in shops across the country. Oliver Spencer, MaxMara,
The White Company and Uniqlo are among 50 top
brand names to declare: I Love Linen!

The wonder fabric has shaken off its traditional image. In recent seasons, fashionforward, eco-conscious shoppers have come to adore linen, attracted by its
summer-friendly looks and planet-pleasing properties.
In total, 350 shops from London to Leicestershire, Belfast to Brighton, St Ives to
Glasgow will display the I Love Linen logo from April 24 to May 25, 2019, the key
weeks for new collections in Spring/Summer 2019. Other partner retailers and
brands include YMC, Finisterre, and Boden. All have fantastic fashion/home stores
that sell an array of products made in gorgeous linen fabrics.
Stores will also distribute seed packets so everyone can grow their own flax plants
– the source of linen.

I Love Linen has partnered with Fashion Revolution for an evening talk on ecoresponsible fabrics with Finisterre during Fashion Revolution week. And other
special events will be held during the I Love Linen month-long celebration
including a discussion on sustainability in fashion with Oliver Spencer and team.
The conversation spills onto social media, as I Love Linen’s Facebook platform
and WeAreLinen Instagram feed fill with stories, tips and more.

More information is available at ilovelinen.uk

I Love Linen SS19 follows the outstanding success of last year’s campaign
launch. For SS18, I Love Linen sponsored the Victoria and Albert Museum’s
landmark Fashioned from Nature event and partnered with Chelsea College of
Arts, as well as a highly-visible store campaign and social media.

ABOUT CELC
CELC, the European linen authority, is the force behind I Love Linen: 85% of the
world’s linen is sourced from flax plants that grow in Normandy, northern
France, Belgium and the Netherlands. Linen keeps you cool, is kind to the skin
and kind to the planet: the natural choice for summer.

Marie-Emmanuelle Belzung, director of CELC, said: “I Love Linen is a
dynamic and uplifting campaign to raise awareness of our beautiful,
versatile and noble fabric. Last year’s promotion beat all expectations. To
live in linen is to love linen. We want people everywhere to feel the love.”
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